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Film Committee 
Must Project 
I 
Costs of Films 
By Bradley Martin 
"Henceforth the (Film) committee will have to project anticipated costs 
and revenues for each film and submit these figures to Mike Roder of the 
business office and myself,'' ASUNM President Damon Tobias said in an 
interview Thursday, "We can then decide on an individual basis whether 
or not we should run the film.'' 
This new format will be imposed upon the deficit-ridden Film Com-
mitte~: because "many of the Film Committee's problems came from its 
owt1 bad bookkeeping," Tobias said. "There was a complete lack of 
communication between the business office and the committee.'' 
Tobias said, "This new procedure should tell us whether or not the 
committee is making progress against the deficit." If significant progress 
is not made, Tobias said, "then we may have to cancel one or two of the 
weekly film nights this spring.'' 
Tobias said the new procedure should .aJso facilitate communication 
between the committee and the business office. He said, "At times, the 
committee would simply forget to notify the business office of some major 
expenditure. Occasionally, it would even forget to record it on its own 
books. This new procedure should prevent that.'' 
Tobias said the committee may institute "austerity measures" to cope 
with its $11,000 deficit. "A proximately $1100 can be cut by advertising 
more wisely and creatively. Three Hundred dollars can be cut from 
telephone expenses and $500 .from the money spent for new equipment 
• supplies." 
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One ofthe·more challenging contests in the Watermelon Bust is passing a cut melon from 
shirt to shirt. ' 
Residents Happy with Change 
WatermelOn Bust Quiet 
. 
By M.A. Booth 
"Mpst of us couldn't complain," said one resident 
on Sigma Chi Road NE after the two-day Watermelon 
Bust party at the Lambda Chi Alpha house on that 
street. 
"The street was not unduly crowded," he said, and 
referring to the Lamb!-la Chi's Friday night dance he 
added, "I still don't think they should have outdoor 
• music. .. .Put they kept it down about as far as they 
could. And I'm sure they quit by ll :30 p.m." 
Another resident on the block, speaking for herself 
and her· husband, said that noise from the party 
"hasn't bothered us at all." . 
At the request of Asst. Dean of Students Tony 
Oliver, the head of the noise control program for the 
Environmental Health Dept.. (EHD), Mike Orton, 
checked noise levels created by the outdoor dance 
band. -
Orton said a sound-level meter registered 60 
decibels or less about a half block east and west of the 
Lambda Chi house. He said the "ambient 
level"-normal noise level on that street without the 
band-is 50 decibels. 
"Anything above lO over ambient is a violation of 
[city] noise coptrol ordinance No. 21-1975," he said. 
Orton said EHD representatives met with the frater-
nities on two different occasions last year and warned 
them to "police yourselves, or we're going to do it." 
He said if the fraterl)ities failed to comply with the 
city noise ordinance, the president of that fraternity 
could be cited. "The fraternity president would have 
to appear in court, and the judge could fine him a 
maximum of $300, plus 60 days in jail," he said. 
"But this year we have had excellent cooperation 
from the fraternity presidents and members in keeping 
things as quiet and organized as possible," he said. 
"And since we've had cooperation from the frater-
nities, the residents have been more understanding 
than last year." 
Tobias said the committee should "reevaluate" the salaries paid to 
members from theater prQceeds. This procedure "should probably 
change," he said. 
Non-recurring capital expenses also played a large part in the com-
mittee's deficit, Tobias said. "It spent $3500 on a new film projector. This 
was a good long-term investment, but it had a bad effect in the short run.'' 
Acting committee chairwoman Margaret Ott said the committee had 
reduced advertising expenses by using a private printing plant for ad-
vertising material instead of the more expensive UNM plant. The com-· 
mittee no longer prints weekly fliers, Ott said, and "this has reduced our 
advertising expenditures significantly." 
Ott said the new accounting procedures "may help" but that the main 
problems were "the expense of films, the cqst of the new projector and 
inadequate funding by the Senate.'' 
Former chairman Robert Baldwin,. who recently resigned for reasons 
"unrelated to the controversy," said the problem came from "a lack of 
interest from the student body and a lack of understanding in the Senate." 
Baldwin, who will go before the Senate Wednesday night to "explain to 
the Senate what the Film Committee is all about," said the Senate expected 
the committee to "run a commercial theater." 
He said, "The Senate wants us to support ourselves out of generated 
profits, like a commercial theater, and that's impossible on our $5000 
budget. We should only be expected, at most, to break even, nothing 
more." 
Baldwin said the committee needed more money for advertising to 
arouse student interest. "We have trouble filling a 200 seat theater. There 
is really a low level of awareness in the student body. More advertising 
might help this." 
Baldwin said the new accounting steps "may help some," but that they 
do not "get to the basic problem.""fhe basic problems," he said,'"have 
nothing to do with bookkeeping. The· new procedures may improve 
communication between the president, the business office and the com-
mittee, but I don't think they'll bring any permanent solutions." 
M.anure Turns to Gas in Bio- Gas Machine 
By Elizabelh Budd 
Gurgling and churning, the Bio-
Gas 6000 gallon ''stomach" can 
digest the droppings from 30 cows 
and turn them into valuable 
methane gas and a highly nitrate 
fertilizer. 
Featured at the New Mexico 
State Fair for the past two weeks, 
the manure-recycling machine 
transforms waste into much needed 
energy and prevents dung stock-
piling and underground water 
contamination. 
The machine 'works on almost 
entirely natural sources. The actual 
decomposition of the waste 
material is done by the same kind of 
bacteria found in the human 
digestive tract. The temperature of 
the digestion tank is kept at a toasty 
90 degrees by a gigantic' solar heat 
collector. A ~few small electric 
pumps are needed to pump the 
waste and water, but cost an 
estimated 15 cents a day, said Susan 
Schellenbach, Bio Gas com-
munic.ations director. 
Bio-Gas is a small research 
company located in Arvada, 
Colorado. There are five full-time 
employees perfecting the waste 
recycling project. The company is 
partially supported by grants from 
the Four Corners Regional 
Commission, which is designed to 
promote, economic development in 
Arizona, Colorado, Utah and New 
Mexico. 
Search for ·Provost 
Could End This Fall 
. By Rebekah Szymanski 
A- search now underway to find a replacement for provost of the 
University is expected to be near its end "some time late this·fall/' said 
Dean Nathaniel Wollman, committee head. 
At tltat time a list of five1a'pplicants for the position will be submitted to 
President William Davis for final review. The new prvost, however, will 
probably not be nominated until next spring, Wollman said. 
Last spring, lOO letters were sent to different colleges across the country, 
and an advertisement was placed in the Chronicle of Higher Education and 
the Sunday New York Times Education Supplement inviting qualified 
individuals to apply. 
"A fair num~er of people have replied," said Wollman. 
A memo was also sent to every metnber of·the UNM faculty and ad-
ministration asking for suggestions. 
Asked if his final choice for the new provost would come from inside the 
University, .President Davis said, ''You never knoW. I try to keep an open 
!Continued on page (!) 
Schell en bach said, "The machine 
is designed for the rural farmer, 
rancher and feedlots. The farmer 
can use the methane gas to run his r 
heating, water pumps, refrigerators 
or any other appliance that runs on 
natural gas. He can use the fertilizer 
for his crops. Jt doesn't stink 
either." 
T~e unit consists of a 6000-
gallon digestion tank which is 
warmed by a water system cir-
culating through the solar heating 
collector. Cow or hog manure is 
mixed and heated in a separate 500-
gallon tank and tlien is pumped into 
the large tank where the 
"digestion" takes place. One 
thousand cugic feet of methane gas 
is produced a day. The fertilizer 
comes out as a liquid and can be 
dried and sold or applied directly to 
the crops. 
The Bio-Gas unit will be 
exhibited in agricultural areas 
throughout the Southwest for the 
rest of the fall. It will be in Las 
Cruces for . the Southern New 
Mexico State Fair Sept. 27 to Oct: 3 . 
It will also be in Tucson, Ariz., 
Chandler, Ariz., and Phoenix 
between Oct. 12 and Nov. 6. 
"We're trying to introduce an 
energy-saving method to the cattle 
owner. We don't know if we'll go 
into mass production but we can 
show the farmer how he can make 
his own machine. It would be a 
major investiment like a tractor, 
but It would last a lot longer 
because there are hardly any The Bio-Gas machine works on almost entirelv natural 
moving parts," Schellenbach said. resources- such as cow and hog manure. 
• 
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Third World Report 
Arafat Supports Sarkis 
Coi'n[liled by Larry Schmidt, Glen 
Hudak & Richard Linnell 
2 LEHANON - Palestinian leader 
,.3 Vasser Arafat pledges to support 
b the newly elected president Elias 
·o; Sarkis. Sarkis, a moderate 
~ Christian, called for Lebanon to 
director general of the Republic of 
China's Government information 
office in Washington, D.C., said 
that "recent press allegations that 
the Republic of China has been 
secretly reprocessing spent nuclear 
fuel for weaponry are totally 
groundless." The Washington Post 
notes that it still stands by its story 
which it feels is well substantiated 
by sources. 
Church and State seem to have 
patched up differences since 
Cardinal Raul Silva Henriquez 
attended the celebrations for the 
first time ever. The only opposition 
to the regime now comes from the 
''group of ten" trade unions, 
almost controlled by the Christian 
Democrats. These unions originally 
supported the coup. 
Mexico, US Review Relations 
WASHINGTON-Mexico's president-elect, Jose Lopez Portillo, 
left Washington Sunday after a three-day visit expected to.give "new 
impetus and a more positive direction" to relations between the 
United States and Mexico, as well as with the rest of Latin America. 
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make a fresh start to end the civil 
war. Snrki< ha< rnllccl f0r n cease-
fire, hoping for national unity. 
However, l~rti&t sources smd the 
cease-fire was a unilateral offer of 
Arafat's and had not been agreed to 
in advance by Syria and the 
Christian rightists. Arafat hoped 
the Christians would take up the 
offer. There is little c;oncrete 
evidence however, that Ararat's 
sudden offer would be accepted 
since 54 previous truces have failed. 
Ararat's call for a cease-fire and 
Sarkis' inauguration appeal failed 
to halt fighting. Gunfire and 
mortar shells continued throughout 
Beirut's downtown and suburban 
battlefronts. 
I'UERTO RICO - The United 
Nations has decided to postpone 
discussion of Puerto Rican in-
dependence until next year, but the 
U.S. is still losing ground on the 
question. 
TAIWAN - Din Mou-Shih, 
TIUNIDAD AND TOBAGO -
Final results in the Trinidad and 
Tobago election gave Eric 
Williams' ruling People's National 
Movement 24 seats, the United 
Labour Front 12 seats and the 
Democratic Action Congress 2 
seats. 
CENTRAL AMERICA - The 
ministers of Honduras and El 
Salvador have agreed to designate a 
Latin-American jurist as mediator 
in their countries' border dispute. 
CHILE - On Sept. II 
Pinochet celebrated his third an· 
niversary in power. His position 
now seems stronger than a year 
ago. He has out maneuvered the 
Christian Democrats and their 
military allies, at least for the 
moment. He has received visits 
from S~cretary of the Treasury 
William Simon. 
ISRAEL- Three hundred Arab 
leaders from the Galilee called for a 
civil servants' strike to protest an 
unofl1cial government report that 
called for tough measures to 
control Israel's largest minority. 
RHODESIA - Prime Minister . 
Ian Smith publicly announced 
Friday his government's acceptance 
of the Washington-London plan 
for majority black rule in Rhodesia. 
The plan calls for a constitutional 
conference, possibly witl1in two 
months, to draw up a· system of 
government with voting rights for 
every Rhodesian. The United States 
and Britian will, under this plan, 
financially compensate the minority 
white leaders. An 18 to 24-month 
transition period will ensue in 
Rhodesia with blacks and whites 
sharing power in a temporary 
government until a solid con· 
stitution is approved. 
Secretary of State Henry A. Kissinger made the statement after an 
hour-long meeting, shortly before Lopez Portillo left for Mexico City 
from Andrews Air Force Base. 
. Kissinger, who plans to attend Lopez Portillo's inaugural Dec. 1, 
said he and the future Mexican president "had a very good, cordial 
and friendly talk reviewing Mexican-American and U.S.-Latin 
American relations with the determination to give them new impetus 
and a new and more positive direction." 
Bombing Spreads in Rome 
ROME-A rash of bombings and firebombings rocked Rome 
during the weekend as thousands of young, pro-Palestinian leftists 
milled thro.ugh the city. No injuries were reported Sunday in more 
than a dozen reported attacks on American, Jewish and Lebanese 
Christian targets. 
The bulk of the assaults came late Saturday following a massive lef-
tist rally condemning Syria's intervention in Lebanon and demon-
strating support for Palestinians and Lebanese left-wingers. 
Nearly 50,000 young leftists-including several hundred uniformed 
Italian soldiers with red kerchiefs concealing their faces-had flocked 
to Rome from all over Italy for the march across the city. 
Police said four bombs exploded Saturday night outsidethree bran· 
ches of the Bank of America and Italy. 
Directly Across From Yale Park 
2216 Central SE-265-5986 
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Get Next 1 of 
Like Value V2 Pric~ 
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hot dogs 
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3424 Central S.E. 
266-9296 
The Closest Flower and Plant store to UNM. 
Different Types 
Of Hamburgers 
Green Chili Tacos 
Red Chili Burritos 
jumbo Jacks 
Drive-In 
One Block South of Central 
On \\de . 
Hot Dogs ~or Only 
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Philodendron 
Great Size 
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N~,"~!~vcie oc!~,~!tw~.~o~~~,~T,~~!:.!,;,?.,j ... New UNM ProvostH 
Since Sept. 7 there have been no outlying perimeter of the ·campus. the student is placed on the un- tContmued ream P•••I.JJ :S:: 
reported bicycle thefts on campus. Giblin recommended that s~udents dcrsi~e of the bike. to id~ntify it. mind. You just have to look at everyone." ~ 
Until that time there were 91 thefts use the guarded bike parkmg lot Thts week registratiOn Will be Retiring provost, Dr. Chester Travelstead said, "I've taken a completely -· 
this year. Only seven bikes were behind Carlisle Gym. "We have taking place between II a.m. and 1 hands-off position·" concerning the choice for his replacement. 8 
recovered, and three arrests made·. never lost a bike from the parking p.m. on Monday and Tuesday at "The president has appointed a blue-ribbon committee," Travelstead tJ 
The campus police have compiled area behind the gym," Giblin said. the cast side of Medical Building I said. "I'm not going to have anything to do wlth it." ~ 
various statistics to aid students in Giblin also reco~m~nde~ that on the North Campus.. . . . The 16-member search committee consists of faculty, administration, t"' 
the prevention of bike thefts, of· students register their bike With the Other steps to minimize bike alumni, a graduate student two undergraduates and is sworn to secrecy. o 
ficer Paul Giblin said. Of 90 campus police. The registered bikes thefts that Giblin and the campus "The names of the candidates are all within the realm of the privacy of 8" 
reported thefts, 42 of them oc- are recorded in a central computer police. have suggeste~ a.re the the committee," said Wollman. "We're just going by a request from ·Vl 
curred during the day and only 20 file in Washington, D.C., whereby relocatiOn and. ~entrahzation ?f President Davis that the names be kept confidential," he said. .g 
were believed to be stolen at night. stolen bicycles can be recovered racks and speciahzed patrol umts Travelstead said the names of candidates were withheld to protect the <> 
Twenty-eight of the thefts occurred anywhere in the U.S. . for limited periods of time. The candidates themselves. Usually the candidates don't care to have it known g. 
at an unknown time. The registration takes but a few latter tactic was applied last fall they are seeking the post, he said. "Candidates are chosen for University (!\ 
Thefts are also more likely to minutes. The student's name, with three uniformed police and positions. They don't usually want it known that they applied for a job," !j 
address and pertinent information one supervisor on foot patrol. he said. 
about his or her bike are recorded. Giblin said "in one month, bicycle The candidates' current jobs may also be adversely affected if it becomes § 
An orange sticker is then placed on thefts were cut significantly and known they are seeking a position at another university, he said. "' 
New Mexico 
' 
the bike to identifv it as are istered two arrests were made." 1 ~-._.._.._...._..._.._..._... _ __..._.._.._ . .-_.. __ .._.._.._... ____ _ DAILY LOBO 
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New Shipment Just Arrived 
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I . .. . 3025 Central NE 256-9893 ~ 
prinh•d in Thl:' Daily Lobo necessarily 
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I 
1916 Central S.E. 
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Opinions 
Editorial 
What Is Beautiful? 0 ..0 0 
...l 
b In his "State of the University Address," President Davis said he 
'iii has plans to establish a trust of $2 million to finance long-range 
0 campus beautification. 
8 While an attractice campus is desirable, there are some im-
'B provements on campus w.hich are also needed and a standard of 
2 priorities should be set up. 
e There are several improvements which would add greatly to the 
Z "beauty" of UNM. 
.f The disabled students would probably find it very beautiful if Q) 
gf' they were able to use the elevator in the presently empty elevator 
'"' shaft at the SUB. · 
The occupants of Hodgin Hall would probably find beauty in 
structural improvements to their building which.would make it safe 
in the event of a fire and would eliminate the sign on the outside 
stairway barring persons from climbing it. 
The students who walk under the new walkway which will even-
tually lead to the new art building woulp probably find it beautiful if 
the plaster were not falling from the ceiling. 
Commuters without parking stickers would probably find it 
beautiful if the north parking lots were paved. 
All commuters would probably find a three-story parking struc-
ture most beautiful. 
As beauty definitely seems to be in the mind of the beholder and 
Davis is interested iQ raising donated funds for only his definition of 
beauty, the priorities of necessity and cosmetics are misplaced. 
1111 1 n•nuumummunmuunmmmummmmnnm•m1mumn L etters ·ummmnnuurnmllllllmnunmumnmmlumuruumnnu 1111111, 
Davis suggests that the money for this fund will come from out-
side and private sources. 
. 'QUI Find Humor in the Situation' 
The intent of this statement is that the fund will be money which 
was solicited solely for long-range beautifications and therefore 
cannot be compared with money which is donated for general pur-
poses. · 
We feel, however, that if there are outside donors willing to give 
money to the University they would be willing to give money to 
almost any program at the University and it is only a matter of how 
the donors are approached that result in the donation of funds for a 
specific project. 
We believe the University should take care of some of its 
pressing "beautification" projects, such as the SUB elevator, 
Hodgin Hall, the walkway, parking and handicapped access before 
a funds drive is set up to make the grass greener and the duck pond 
deeper. 
Greeks Cope Well 
The fraternities and sororities, after years of problems, seem now 
to be getting along better with their non-Greek neighbors. 
In preparation for last weekend's festivities, the Watermelon 
Bust, members of the Interfraternity Council talked with neighbors 
about the noise and mess of the parties and came up with some 
self-policing ideas. 
As much of their activities as possible was kept off the streets, 
the band quit playing at 11:30 p.m., and debris was picked up. 
lvlost ot the neighbors were satisfied with the efforts of the 
fraternities to keep the disturbance down, and we find it en-
couraging that the IFC managed its self-policing so well. 
DOONESBURY by Garry Trudeau 
HliY, MAN, /5 IT 
71?116 ON& OF YOUR 
IWCliSllJR.$ Ui15 V£RY 
INTO C/VIi-RI6HT5? 
\/'?"'<""" 
Editorial Board 
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WITH THe /../K/35 OF 
5AMMY TIICK&R. f 
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Editor-in-Chief 
Susan Walton 
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Editor: 
This letter is to the LOBO, 
Fellow Students and Comrades 
Oui members of the Slumber 
Party can sleep no more. Oui 
find the recent controversy over 
the Oui advertisement to be a 
Oui bit ridiculous in view of the 
numerous other issues that con-
front Ouithe students. 
Oui admit the Oui ad may 
have been in bad taste, 
although we seldom eat the 
LOBO in any form or on any 
pretext. Okay, it was in bad 
taste, all ads are in bad taste. 
Senate Shows Patience, 
Maturity in Budg~t Woes 
Editor: 
Wednesday night the ASUNM Senate demonstrated that they 
are well on their way in fulfilling the campaign promises of fiscal 
responsibility. 
The new Senate has been extremely patient in trying to resolve 
the financial tangle left because last year's President failed to keep 
a watchful eye on two of his executive committees-Speakers and 
Film. The huge deficit ASUNM is faced with is the result of over-
speculation by these two committees. 
At Wednesday night's meeting the Senators calmly and 
maturely examined the audit of the 75-76 Speakers Committee 
completed by Diane Frost, ASUNM treasurer. The Senators also 
asked relevant questions and now have sufficient information to 
prepare legislation which will prevent deficits of this nature in the 
future. 
I only wish that more students, faculty, and administrators could 
have attended the meeting and seen that Student Government can 
be, and will be, mature, responsible, and effective. The Senate has 
come of age an'd is finally becoming an adequate check on the 
executive branch. . 
1 commend them and hope they continue to act responsively_ 
Students, the Senate is really something to see. Come to the 
meetings Wednesdays at 7:00p.m. in the 250 series of the SUB. 
Dorothy Davidson 
· ASUNM Vice-President 
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Letters to the editor ... 
Letters to the editor should be no longer than 250 words, 
typewritten and double spaced. 
Sender's name, address and phone number must be included 
with the letter or it will not be considered for publication. 
Names will be withheld only by agreement with the editor, in 
person. 
If a letter is from a group, please include a name, phone num-
ber and address of a group member. 
Opinions are unsolicited, signed, guest editorials which do 
not necessarily reflect the opinion of the LOBO. Opinions may 
be any length but are subject to editing for space limitations. 
Opinions should include address and phone number. 
Both letters to the editor and opinions are subject to editing 
for length and for possibly libelous coptent. Letters may be 
mailed to the LOBO, P.O. Box 20, UNM, 87131 or delivered to 
the LOBO Marron Hall. 
Managing Editor 
Teresa Coin 
News Editor 
Joseph Donnelly 
Unsigned edilorials represenl a 
majority opinion of the Daily Lobo 
Siafi', All other Columns, car1oons 
and letters repre5eril tho oplnion 
of the author and do nof necessarilY' 
ref!att tho views of !hr. staH. 
Photo Editor 
Wendell T. Hunt 
Arts.& Media 
Ken Walston 
Sports Editor 
Tirn Gallagher 
Asst. News Editor 
David M. Flynn 
Speaking of bad taste, how 
about the picture in the LOBO a· 
couple days later showing the 
son of the 'President grinning 
and looking like he might have 
been holding a roach in his left 
hand. That was bad taste. 
Isn't the "Burger Queen" in 
the basement of the SUB a 
physical manifestation of bad 
taste? Or the duckless duck 
pond? Or the in-debt student 
government? The list is ob-
viously a Oui bit long. 
The point is that Oui students 
might do better to be a little 
more concerned about the real 
world we live in than the fantasy 
manipulations of Oui magazine. 
Oui members of the Slumber 
. Party think the concern over the 
Oui advertisement is a cop out 
to avoid coming face to face 
with real issues. Sleep on, 
comrades, sleep on. 
Kenneth Kietzke 
Minister of Sleep 
Slumber Party 
(Editor's note: Ken Kietzke is a 
member of the Slumber Pany, a 
political party which occasionally 
offers ASUNM candidates.) 
Albuquerque 
Hotline's 
Telephone 
Editor: 
On Thursday, Sept. 23, an ar-
ticle regarding the Albuquerque 
Community Hotline appeared in 
your paper. 
We appreciate the time and 
consideration on the part of 
your staff in making the com-
munity more aware by writing 
and publishing the information 
regarding the function of the 
Hotline. We were disappointed, 
however, that you failed to print 
the Hotline number which is 
essential for our outreach. 
The number is, .,1\,Jbu<:joorque 
Community Hotline, 265-6787. 
Nancy Padilla 
Coordinator 
Albuquerque Community 
Hotline 
Advertising Manager 
Harry Chapman 
Copy Editor 
Karen Moses 
Ford, Carter Debates Pronounced "Dull' 
By Robert R. Lee 
Gerald Ford and Jimmy Carter 
droned their way through their l'irst 
of three planned debates by the 
League of Women Voters Thursday 
night. 
This first debate was restricted to 
domestic issues, and the questions 
put to the candidates by a panel of 
three journalists dealt mainly with 
the economy. 
The debate was pronounced 
"dull" by news people and other 
observers. Neither candidate 
presented anything new or par-
ticularly specific in the context of 
positions on the issues. 
Also, each candidate dropped a 
bundle of complex and confusing 
economic statistics in the lap of the 
audience. These statistics were 
probably well understood only by 
economists and were obviously 
difficult for the audience to verify. 
On the whole, both candidates 
handled themselves well, each 
projecting the impression of having 
a command of the issues. 
An Associated Press poll of I 065 
people showed 34.4 per cent of 
those polled said Ford won the 
debate, while 31.8 per cent gave it 
to Carter. Another 33.8 per cent 
were undecided. 
The general thrust of Carter's 
debate strategy was to attack Ford 
personally for "a lack of leader-
ship." Ford's theme was that 
Carter is "trying to be all things to 
all people," and that Carter can't 
keep the campaign promises he has 
made. 
Carter was critical of the 
government's handllng of the 
unemployment problem, calling the 
present 7.9 per cent unemployment 
rate a "tragedy." Carter said Ford 
is guilty of a "lack of leadership" 
in this context which is "a 
travesty." 
Carter recommended a Civilian 
Conservation Corps-type public-
service jobs program to help 
alleviate youth unemployment. 
Carter also recommended a shifting 
of the tax burden to the very 
wealthy, and federal subsidies to 
pay part of the salaries of the 
unemployed in areas where large 
numbers are unemployed. 
Ford countered, saying that 
Carter "did not endorse the 
Humphrey-Hawkins full em-
ployment bill, which he has on 
occasion." Ford said jobs should 
be expanded through the private 
sector, "where five out of six jobs 
are," by equivalent reductions of 
federal taxes and federal spending. 
Ford also said he would sign the 
tax-reform bill recently passed by 
Congress. Ford said further, 
however, that Congress had not 
followed his recommendations with 
respect to the personal income tax 
exemption and federal spending. 
Ford had recommended that the 
personal exemption be raised from 
$750 to $1,000 and that the federal 
budget have a ceiling of $395 
billion. Ford said Congress did not 
raise the personal exemption, and 
that Congress added $17 billion to 
his recommended budget. 
Carter criticized the present tax 
structure, which he said "benefits 
the rich." Carter said 25 per cent of 
the tax breaks go to the top one per 
cent of the richest people. 
Carter recommended increasing· 
the capital gains tax and other 
corporate taxes, doing away with 
"unfair" business deductions and 
taxing overseas profits of American 
businesses, which are not now 
taxed. Outer said Ford had allowed 
a decrease in corporate taxes. 
Asked if he could get along with 
a Democratic-controlled Congress, 
Ford said, ''There is a chance for a 
Republican majority in the House, 
and ·there will be gains in the 
Senate." Ford said further that 
there will thus be "different ratios" 
in the Congress, and !.hat he will be 
able to work with Congress. 
Ford also said that if a Democrat 
had been president the past two 
years, it would have been "contrary 
to the concept of checks and 
balances" in the government. Ford 
emphasized national unity, 
restoration of faith in government, 
optimism about the future, and said 
he owed nothing to special in-
terests . 
Ford, in closing, made 2 
reference to Carter, saying "A 
president can't be all things to all 
Arabesque Paper 
Enterprise 
163 Vineyard N.W_ 
344-6401 
Retailers q(fine art paper 
people," and that a president 
"should keep hb promises." 
Ford placed an cmphasb on less 
government, knocking the 
Democratic platform fo1· ad-
vocating "more programs, more 
government and less individual 
freedom." 
Makors of Hand M~tdo 
ol~¥0\N.N 
FREE said a Republican president is ~"' 
. ~~ necessary to "check Democratic '"""' 
excesses.'' ~~~~ 
Carter responded that the r'#, 
~~~~~den~~slitr;:po~~;bili!~d;;~~i;.~~ .llE~O M0~1f1El ~ GlEN W~U:JllE~ 
~~;te;r~~ir~~~rt7~~:~~J Fa~rdp~·~~~~ in M\ffil [f_][~~((')Q[K~? 
relations stunts. He never works d • 
with Congress. President Ford this COme Y masterpieCe 
year will not see passed but 26 per 
~:r~-~: the legislation he put for- THE PRODUCERS 
Carter also said that if he was to· SUB 8QJitoom Lobbu 
be held responsible for a ~ 
Democratic Congress "of which I 10~3 Da Sept. 27 ~ Oct. 1 
have not been a member," then Student Activities 
Ford should be held responsible for =::::::::::::===:==:=!===::==:=====@~:==::::=:::::::::i:=""=""==="""="""o! 
the Nixon administration, of' which 
he (Ford) was a part. 
In his closing statement, Carter 
Ever Notice That Your Life 
Seems To Go In Cycles? 
Scientists have found psychological and 
biological cycles in the human body. 
Now, an easy technique can help you 
adapt to YOUR BIO-RHYTHMS. 
German scientists discovered three cycles wh1ch 
start at birth - physical, emoHonal, mental. Each 
cycle goes through penods of high (active) and low 
(recuperating) energy. The switching days between 
are called critical. The•e "out or touch" days may 
cause acc1dents or a variety of other problems. In-
deed, the "trauma of birth" creates a triple critical day. 
Major Organizations such as airlines, hosp1ta1s and 
police are now using Bio-Rhythms. Why ... To help 
people understand daily changes. especially during 
vulnerable perJods. Examples or research conducted 
by organizations. 
Sa/ely consultant firm found 70% of industrial accidents occur 
on employee's cntical day. 
Av1at1on Safety Center reported 80% of private plane accidents 
occur on critical day of pilot. 
• Bio-Rhythm research found critical days significant 1n study of 
2100 auto accidents. 
Although accidents can be reduced using Bio-Rhythms, the major 
purpose 1s to help you perceive and adjust to your changing 
nature. If you get along better with yourself. you'll be more 
compatible with others. People often use Bio-Rhythms to under-
stand compatibilities. 
OUR SERVICE INCLUDES: 
• Attractive, easy-to-read calendar of your cycles. (t3 mos.) 
• Complete description of Bio-Rhythms. 
• Critical day~ and composite cycle lor each month. 
• Discounts for distributors of 10 or more or to organizations. 
• Our telephone: 821-1234 (To use before or after you order. We'd 
be glad to answer any questions). 
-------------
Please send my Bio-Rhythm Calendar for the commg year (tf 
ordenng gtrt or more !han one, g1ve names, b1rthdates.) 
Enclosed is $ --- (price: $7 per calendar) 
Pntl"'.ln posMg~ & l"landhngt 
Print Name-------------
Address 
Birlhdate: Month Day Year 
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§ Dr. Buzzard's Original Savannah 
Nostalgic Shoo-Bop and a New Live Chapin 
' background music for that evening 
over a chess board or dinner for 
two. No one song emerges as 
distinctly different from another on 
this album. Rather, they all merge 
into a theme, a mood, much as 
Pink Floyd did in their own way on 
the classic release, Dark Side of the 
Moon . . 
voice that reminds me very much of pleasing trip back through lime 
Billie Holliday. Of all others of a when Glenn Miller, Tommy Dorsey 
fr Band/RCA APL/-1504 
The music seems to be an unusual 
but successful blend of two items, 
the vocals of Cory Daye and the 
orchestrations of Charlie Calello . 
and Stony Browder . 
C/l 
0 
.g 
.....J 
b 
'@ 
0 
This is not get-up-and-dance, 
stomp-your-feet and clap-your-
hands music. Likewise, it's not to 
be played to push the limits of your 
speakers. Rather, it's nice 
From 7-9 
All This Week 
(Includes Saturday) 
Cory Daye sings in a subtle, 
cooing style, an unusually fine 
To Celebrate Planet Week 
11The Planets'' 
Tuesday Thru Saturday 
Uncle Nasty's 
"A Good Place To Make Friends" 
Entertainment 7 Nit.es 4418 Central S.E. 
·RSUNm 
Popular Entertainment Committee 
Presents 
01 on 
• IQ oot 
.., 
With 
• 
Liona Boyd 
October 17 
8:00Pm Johnson G_ym 
Tickets Avo.ilo.ble o.t: Goldstreet Circus; 
Od~sse~ Records; General Store; 
Albuquerque Ticket Agenc~. Coronado Center; 
Cand~man, in Santa Fe; UNm SUB Box Office,. For Student Discount. 
host of vocalists on the album, her and shoo-boop-ta-boop were king. 
voice rings clearest and upstages all As hard as it is to describe this 
competition. clashing but beautiful mixture of 
Mixed with this soothing voice music, the tone and essence of the 
are the horns and strings a Ia I Love album are captured with ease by the 
Lucy and the Club· Tropicana-a cover art of Doug Johnson. 
~~ 
• ~
Harry Chapin!Grealest*Stories*Live! E/ektra 7£-2009 
Review by George Gesner 
Premier storyteller Harry Chapin shows he can be more exciting on the 
stage in his first live album which includes three new studio songs. Steve 
(keyboards, producer) and Tom Chapin (guitars) help brother Harry out 
along with Chapin's regular musicians John Wallace (bass, background 
vocals), Howie Fields (drums), Doug Walker (lead guitar), and Mike 
Masters (cello). 
Chapin adds an extra intimacy in performing live and most of the 
selections are low key and cozy. The album, however, sadly misses such 
energcl ic tunes as "The Rock" and "Sniper." · 
-"Taxi" - one of Harry's classics with nice cello work by Masters. 
Falsetto vocals by Wallace are a trademark. 
-"Cat's in the Cradle" - no remarkable difference from the hit 
version. 
-"Circle" - a together song with everybody singing. The light man 
and sound man even sing solos. A good feeling. 
-"Mr. Tanner" - about a singer who works in an obscure clothing 
shop. The piece has a romantic-religious style with excellent background 
(cello mixed with operatic vocals by Wallace), 
-"A Better Place to Be"- Harry's favorite; epic about life and love in 
a small town. You may lose yourself in this romantic number. 
-"Let Time Go Lightly"- Steve wrote this piano piece and sings this 
prelty tune as well. 
-"Dreams Go By" - another good time sing-along; Kingston Trio 
style. . 
-"WOLD"- the DJ's lament; Tom sings the bridge. 
-"Saturday Morning" - Tom's contribution. You May think it's 
Michael Murphy singing but it's Tom doing the vocals. 
-"I Wanna Learn A Love Song"- no brass but still a horny song. 
-"30,000 Pounds of Bananas"- crazy number with gorilla sounds by 
Wallace. Half the song is spent in search of an ending. They try the "yes, 
we have no bananas" routine. They try a heavy pickin' country ending and 
finally settle for 30,000 pounds of mashed bananas. Nice soft ending. 
-"She is Always Seventeen" - the first of three new songs; hues of 
rock 'n' roll, tints of country, shades of' disco. The piece is oriented more 
towards music than lyrics. 
-"Love is' Just Another Word" - full production, good vibrations, 
full chorus background. It brings back some of the energy mi;sing in the 
live portion. This is the reviewer's favorite of the new selections and could 
possibly be a single. 
-"Shortest Story"- the album's farewell with church bells; a real tear 
jerker (slow ballad filled with lots of emotion). 
The three new songs augment the live portion very well. The double 
album would be a definite plus in your record collection. Rate it B. 
Presents 
Four Great Films 
Sept 28-"ffierty Wives of Windsor" 
An Austrian Version of Shakespeare's Funniest 
and bawdiest pla_y. Color and English dialog 
Opera-A total delight 
Sept 30-"The New Norwo.y"-Tro.vel fil~ 
John Roberts, in person, presents a fascinating & 
Spectacular vision of an exciting & extraordinaf_y 
countr_y. 
Oct 1-A Wildlife film by AI Wool 
"The Coastline of California" 
A revelation of ecolog_y & culture 
Oct 10-"Twelfth Night" 
Shakespear's r.omed_y masterpiece ~ Russia-in 
color-E\lglish dialog 
Tickets eve. of Performance Adults $2.00 
UNffi Students and Stoff $1.50 
Te1277-3121 
No Reservations-All films at 7:30 
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69-Yard Pass Spoils Opener for 28,501 
Red Raiders 'Bomb'Lobos 20-16 
By Tim Gallagher 
The UNM football team 
s,uurday night learned that the 
difference between winning and 
losing is measured in seconds. 
The extr& split-second it takes for 
a quarterback to set up and throw a 
69-yard scoring pass, or the 92 
seconds it took Texas Tech to turn a 
16-13 New Mexico lead, into a 20-
16 Texas Tech win, 
The Lobos had gone ahead 16-13 
on a Jim Haynes field goal with 
3:21 to play in the third quarter and 
appeared headed for an upset over 
the two-touchdown favorite Red 
Raiders. 
But when the Red Raiders were 
h•·<'rl wirh a 1 hirrl rl<'wn anrl ten 
situations from their own 31, 
auancrback Roclncv Alli~nn was 
given just a few ext~a split-seconds 
to set up and he fired a radar-
perfect pass to flanker Godfrey 
Turner streaking across the middle 
of the field for the score. Turner 
had beaten UNM left cornerback 
Tim Westcott. 
The bomb spoiled what would 
have been a perfect opening night 
for the Lobos in their renovated 
stadium, before a crowd of28,501, 
the third largest in New Mexico 
history. 
After Tech was forced to punt on 
its opening series, New Mexico 
mard1cd 64 v~rd' on 14 plays for 
the gaJlle's initial score: Mike 
Wilham~ carryin)!. it in from the 2. 
The key play; in the drive were a 
Tech holding penalty, as the Lobos 
punted on fourth down from their 
39, and a Noel Mazzone to Preston 
Dennard IS-yard pass to the UNM 
11. Williams carried it in from 
there. 
But Tech was not to be denied. 
After a great interception by UNM 
right cornerback Max Hudspeth, 
the quick Red Raider defense 
forced New Mexico to punt. 
Tech took over on its own 37 and 
travelled the 63 yards in only 9 
plays. 
On the first play of the series, 
Tech quarterback Tommy Duniven 
scram bled for four yards and 
fumbled as he was hit, UNM 
recovering. But referee Harvey 
Murdock, who must have been 
affected by the altitude as was 
evident from his poor calls both. 
ways, whistled the ball dead and 
Tech was able to continue the 
scoring drive. 
Tech went ahead 13-7 at the half 
on the basis of two Brian Hall field 
goals, from 24 and 34 yards. 
The Lobos tied the game 13-13 in 
the third quarter when Mazzone 
passed to Jon Sutton for II yards. 
Haynes missed the extra point. 
The Lobos took their final lead 
on Haynes 35-yard line-drive field 
goal after the Lobos took 
possession on an Allison fumble, 
recovered by Hudspeth who also 
made another interception . 
But 92 and. a split-second later, 
New Mexico's hopes had been 
washed a way again. 
The non-conference loss dropped 
UNM's record to 1-1. Tech is 2-0. 
/1 ~ 
monday 
Free Film 
Who.t's Up, 
Tiger Lily& 
(AWood!:J 
Allen Film) 
10:30om- 2:30pm 
SUB Theatre 
~ 
Texas Tech quarterback Rodney Allison (no. 12) carries the 
ball around the right end while being chased by UNM left 
end Robin Cole (no. 90). 
Want to read Faster? Tonight Evelyn Wood 
Reading Dynamics is offering free classes. 
Come to a free class tonight, and you'll be able to 
increase your reading and study speed as much as 
50 to 100 per cent. 
No cost, and no obligation. 
Find out how much easier school can be. Join ~he 
millions who've taken a free speed reading lesson 
and doubled their reading speed on the spot. With 
the same or better comprehension . 
Then, take what you've learned and put it to use 
tonight to speed up your reading and studying. 
Tonight, 
Over one million people from around the world 
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have already turned to the Evelyn Wood reading 
method. 
These unique, Copyrighted techniques are now 
taught in over 300 cities throughout the world. 
Average course graduates can do an hour's 
reading in less than 15 minutes. 
Read thousands of words in a minute-that's 
pages in seconds, chapters in minutes, and books 
in less than an hour. 
80 per cent of a college student's time is spent 
reading. Isn't it about time you made it easy on 
yourself? 
Come to a free speed reading class tonight, Only 
one hour-and it could save you hundreds of 
hours. 
Come to a Free Speed ReaCiing Lesson Today 
6:00 or 8:00 p,.m,. 
Room250C 
Student Union Building 
University of New Mexico Campus 
,Evelyn Wood Reading Dynamics 
Call266-7322. Student Tuition Plan Available. 
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CLASSIFIED 
ADVERTISING 
Rateo: 15ceataperwurd perdoy, ,..edoUor 
*lnlmum, Advertloeme•t• run live or more 
eoasect~tive daye w.lth 110 chamaes1 a.irta cen_. 
!1 per word per cia )I. (no r6luiiola 'If cncell«d 
Leloro Uve lnMrtlo••l· Claulfled od· 
ver~~lll•nla-muo~!>e poi~! In ad~. · · 
Marron Hall roem 131 .~r by maD to: 
Cr.llltllleo! Advertliln1, liNM Bo• 20, 
Alli11querque, N.M. 871Sl 
l. PEUSONALS 
GONDOLA l.OUNGE-OJ7f'ERING New MeKican 
food, pizza and spaghetti wilh your favorite cocktail. 
Quiet atmosphere-the other side uf Pepino's, 4310 
Central S.E. 9/30 
--~-~---~--~--~--··c-c:-----
THE BEST PRICED lunch in town: foot-long hot 
dogs, 35¢, I 1·3 Okie's. 9/30 
COME ON OUT for an afternoon beer-Rosa's 
Cam ina. In tire country. 867-9983. Algodones. 1015 
. ---~-----------
ORTHODOX IJAHAI fAITH now holding firesides 
Monday.~ 8:00p.m. 40B-D Maple NE. Call 242-1591 
for information, 9127 
------~--- ---~-~ 
MARIA-DON'T I'OROET otlf date for Tuesday 
28th it's the Grinder Factory's 6th anniver<ary. free 
~_nke & soft dr~~_i!t~ed Guisc_pyc. 91~7_ ___ _ 
TODAY! FREE CONCEin SUB llallroom i2 no!>n, 
9/28 
f:DITORii\LS, COMMENTS, OR OPINIONS 
wnntcd for publication in national newspaper. 293· 
4288. 10/1 
GRINDER FACTORY 6th anniversnry. Free cake & 
~oft drinks. 9128 
-- --·· ~-- -- ·---·-~~ ~ ----· . -
USDA ESTIMATES THAT tire average American 
will consume 10 li>s. of food additives this year. TI•cY 
won't get it at 'nle Morning Glory Cafe, serving 
Keller Farms organic meats. Right behind the 
Triang~c. -~---~-- ___ --.--
TEDDY BEAR, TEDDY !lEAR, teddy bear, love A. 
Snurgeniargy, 9/27 
~------~----------LOTUS BLOSSOM, (SIGN) the eve of the big one. 
Phoowce, what a long time... 9/27 
GRINDER POCKETS ARE COMING. 10/1 
2. LOST & FOUND 
LOST WOMEN'S GOLD Seikt> watch with black 
band. Reward. 344-8821, 9121 
FOUNI) A GOLD KEY with a Mall name plate on 
it.ldentifyandclaimMarwn Hall Rm 131. tfn 
- -- - --
r•OUND WOMAN SILVER bracket in Western Civ-
ilization Tu Tlrus class. To claim call 881-3695 and 
describe. 9/29 
--~ 
LOST DIAMOND ENGAGEMENT ring women's 
rcstr~>om Fine Arts Building. Reward !>ffcred. 
Call247-4812. 9/28 
$25.00 REWARD FOR RETURN of two green 
notebooks. Brown folder with notecanls. 345-
0180aflcr6:00. 9/28 
FOUND AN ANGELICA Martinez Student !.D. 
Claim Marron Hall Room 131. tfn 
3. SERVICES 
BICYCLISTS! OUR ANNUAL tunc-up special is 
now in progress. Wheels trued, brake~ and gears ad· 
justed, chain and gear cluster cleaned nnd lubricated, 
handlebars rctaped. Regularly $15.00, now $9.00. 
The Spinning Wheel, 109 Yale SE, 242-7888. 9/27 
MASSAGE 9-6 298-4718 Juan. 10/27 
FAMOUS QU1VIRA DOOKSHOP and fllotography 
Gallery is !1 block from Johnson Gym on Cornell. 
Special order service. trn 
-~-~---~-=~-
FOREIGN CAR REPAIR and small American too. 
205 Stanford SE alley. 255-3180, Phil. 9127 
PASSPORT, IDENTIFICATION PHOTOS. Lowest 
prices in town! Fast, pleasing, ncar UNM. Call 265· 
2444 or come to 1717 Girard Blvd. NE. trn 
l~~AT·MCAT EXAMS. Prcrarc now. Call Pro-
fessional Educators of New Mexico, Inc. 842-
5200. tfn 
!lARRY'S ELECTRONIC REPAIR, J 18 San Pedro 
SE, 265·0335. Color TVs, tape decks, stereo, ampli· 
ficrs, aut!> radios. Install burglar alarms. 101\'o dis-
count for students with ID. Quick service. Used 
TVs forsale. 9128 
I'ROFESSIONAL TYPIST. IBM Selectric. Guaran· 
teed accuracy, reasonable rates. 298-7147. 10/1 
----~---
EXPERIENCED TYPIST: MANUSCRIPTS, theses, 
papers, •t~. 60¢ per page. 296-4256. I 0/1 
BIBLE STUDIES: A sharing. experience designed to 
expand scriptural awareness. SUB 231 C Wednesday 
12-1 268-6781, 293·9360. lOll 
PROFESSIONAL TYPING SERVICE 292-1285. 
lOll 
4. :FORSALE 
STUDIO COUCH, CHANNEL BACK chair, base 
rocker, two speakers, & library table and th rec 
chairs, 247-8034. 9127 
1965 AUSTIN HEALY: Phone 266·0733 between 
s_:JOp.m~and9:31l_p.m. 9!~!. ___ ---·~-
ot.IVI:TTI l'ORTABLE TYPEWRITER excellent 
condition_$~4<!-_~-2~-4786 ~~rninl's.__ ~~~1_ 
-
Lobo 
l:laBIIifiedB 
--: 
i 
Work 1 
Wonder• I 
TEXAS INSTRUMENTS 
& 
HEWLETT PACKARD 
CALCULATORS 
SR·50A $50.95 
SR·51A 67.95 
SR-56 93.50 
SR-52 249.95 
HP·21 72.00 
HP·25 130.50 
Plus $2.50 shipping 
Discount Calculator 
Sales 
PO Box 30392, ' 
Dallas, Texas 75230 
Phone 214·691·0215 
OWNER TRANSFERRED CLOSING 1976 stereo 
equipment. Pioneer Sansui receivers, B·tracks, 
reel to reels, Clls, 40-500/o off while tlJey !alt. 
25$·1$34. 9128 
RACQUET BALL !'LA Yf:RS! Put a little sting in 
your shots with a new racquet from the Spinning 
Wheel. All racquets now on sale. 109 Yale SE, i42· 
7888, 9/27 
SINGER SEWING MACHINE I crt -in layaway, 
not claimed. Equipped to buttonhole, zig-zag. Pay 
$l9andtakc machine. 255-7535. 9/28 
DUE TO DIVORCE brand new 1977 Kirby, 
assume payments of $7.47 a month. New warranty. 
255-7535. 9/28 • 
COLOR TV BRAND name, big screen, a~sumc pay-
~-:_nts !>f$7 /mo~.~· New warranty0~~2128_ 
BICYCLISTS! FALL SALE now in progrcs.~. All 
models reduced-trade-in welcome. A nice selection 
of len-speeds from $99,00, Spinning Wheel, 109 Yale 
sr:, 242·7888. 9127 
~ .. -·----. ----
FENDER STRAT EXCELLENT condition and 
brand new fender deluK reverb amp. Low prices. 
Dan, 344-9964. 9127 
~ ,~-~-~- ·----
20 PORTAIJI.E T-V's, $30 to $60.441 Wyoming NE. 
255-5987. 10/18 
TDDAY'S CROSSWORD PUZZLE 
UNITED Feature Syndicate,--__ F_r_id_ay_·s __ P_u_z_zl_e_s_ol_ve_d_:_~ 
ACROSS 
1 Intervals 
5 Dressing 
gown 
9 Spine: 
Prefix 
14 To----: 
Perfectly 
15 Medicinal 
fruit shrub 
16 Frome or 
Allen 
17 Chess 
position 
19 Lateral part 
20Measures 
by steps 
21 Agrlcu ltural 
plots 
23 Constructs 
25 Warning 
device: Brit. 
26 Solicit 
customers 
brazenly 
28 Playing a 
part 
32 Plotted 
37 Animal's 
claw 
38 Canada's 
neighbor: 
Abbr. 
39 Grows 
Impatient 
41 Hawaiian 
tree 
42 VIscous 
substance 
45 Wetting 
agent 
48 Refine 
50 Gross 
weight 
increment 
51 Part of a 
fllgh I 
F I L I P G L I B R E C T 
A N 0 D E N 0 N E A L A R 
L I V E R W U R 5 T M E N U 
A T E A 5 E I D C T R A C T 5 
54 Corroded 
58 Inferior 
versifier 
62 Piece of 
S L I T S R T E A I T 0 T 
S H E I 5 T 0 W I R I G 
L E A I T E L A R I D E B I T 
A R T S I R I L E D I M 0 N 0 
P 0 S E D I D E M U R I A C T 
music 
63 Land mass 
64 Vespers 
66 One cubic 
W A D I 5 I R E I T H E 
S P A I R E S I T E A C H 
meter 
6 7 Bill of fare 
68 Strong odor 
69 Pours 
P E N I T E N T I 5 C R A P E 
0 L E S P 0 0 R S H A V E 5 
T E N T E R N E E V E N T 
5 E T S R E E D 5 E N D S 
70 Token 
receiver 
7 1 Muffs 
member 
13 Writing 
fluids 
18 Prohibit 
22 F. 
DOWN Buchman's 
1 Quebec org. 
peninsula 24 Legal court 
2 Perfumer's proceeding 
It 2 7 Journey necess Y 29 Author----3 Absence of 
war Chase 
4 Takes in 30 Time of day 
preference 31 Winged 
5 Zodiac sign in~ect 
6 Norwegian 32 Pointed.end 
man's name 33 Nor\'faY s 
7 Certain rays capital 
8 Polishing 34 Talon 
material 35 Soone:r than 
9 Ponder 36 Bang In 
10 Georgia city 40 Make 
11 Charlie----: with. ered 
Biggers 431?esJgnate 
detective ~~correctly 
12 Crew 44 S1zable pieces of 
land 
46 Makes level 
4 7 Bring back 
into use 
491s In 
possession 
of 
52 Details 
53 Whoop it up 
55 Radio 
receiver 
assembly 
56 Gardener's 
tool 
57 FL:rniture 
items 
58 Attention 
attracting 
sound 
59 Bone: Prefix 
60 Robt.- ---: 
Noted 
Virginian 
61 Italian river 
6 5 D ifflcu It 
problem: 
Informal 
BOOTS 
25% 
Off 
lobo. 
men's 
shop 
21 20 Centr.al S.E. 243-69546 
RECORDS AND TAPES~good prke, good ~elec­
tion, soqd people, L I' Goodbuy, 3701 Central NE 
(across from Fat Humphrey's). tfn 
'74 YAMAHA TX500 low mileage, also 250 Elsi-
nore MX. Ilest offer. 9128 
TWO TOM YOUNG Spa lifetime contracts. One 
year· left to pay-$16.50 month. 266.0739 or 266-
9297. 9129 
64 DODGE WELL PRESERVED engine, body & 
paint, $450, 262·0073. 9/30 
!972 SUZUKI 125 CC, 1964 Honda Drearn 250CC, 
$275 each. 1972 Toyota Corolla $1,050, 242·1640. 
9129 . 
1970 VW BUG: AUTOMATIC transmission; new 
tires; upholstery and tunc-up. Phone 345·5052 after 
5:00p.m. 10/1 
" 
KING SIZE WATER bed with heater and frame 
great deal! $75.00 265·8682, 10/1 
75 SUZUKI TS400 Enduro, new condition, under 
500 miles, might trade, $975.00, 821-3747. I 0/1 
----"- --
ONE LIGHTWEIGHT BACKPACKING sleeping 
bag filled~th polyester fisher. Call821-8354. 101_1__ 
UP-RIGHT PIAN0281-5093. J0/1 
IJUY MY BODY! Nlkon FTN·Body $200.00 or best 
offer. 298-4258 evenings. 10/ I 
---
PANASONIC Q-PLEX w/TURNTABLE, 8-track, 
AM·FM, w/o speakers $200. Worth much more. 
268·0981. I 0/ I 
·---:-----,:c---, 
1969 VOLVO 142S hit in rear, still runs, Koni shocks, 
Abarth exhaust. Best Offer over $300. 277-4442, 
10/1 
VISTA BICYCLE TOP condition $75 842·0643. 
lOll 
5. FORRENT 
EFFICIENCY PARTLY FURNISHED. Close to 
UNM $155.00 in~luding utilities. Call 294-S546. 
9/30 
ROOMMATE WANTED: FEMALE, 2 bedroom, 
5 big rooms, 1715 Lead SE, Apt. c .. ~~~ 
6. EMPLOYMENT 
THREE STUDENTS PART-TIME fork lift oper-, 
ntors, I opening 9 a.m.~l I a.m., 2 openings 4 p.nt.-
R p.m. M·F, Must be over 21. Call 877·8760 for · 
information. 9/27 
EXPERIENCED SILVER HEISHI Stringer. Piece-
work. 266-8207. 9/27 " 
RESPONSIBLE YOUNG WOMAN part-time to 
work w/orchard plants & light housework. 255-
2415. 9/27 
PI·IONE SOLICITOR HOURLY & bonus. Private 
office. Two afternoons a week. Bill Clithcro. 265-
5861. 9128 
PART TIME JOB. Graduate studcrrts only. Must be 
over 21 years old. Need two part-time empioyees for 
day work. Also, have positions for Friday and Satur-
day nights. Apply in person only. N!> phone calls 
plca>e. Save Way Liquor Store 5704 Lomas NE. 
10/6 
7. TRAVEL 
RIDES! RIDES! RIDES! Ridclinc, 265-9860 or 
303-449-6670. 1015 
CHRISTMAS CHARTER! SPAIN! Albuqucrquc-
llarcclona roundtrip $425.00. 255-7324 or ?5~·3410, 
9/30 
~Chelsea Street -Pub 
Food - Spirits 
•Hot Overstufed Sandwiches 
•Super ~hef Salad 
•Chili Con Queso 
•Nachos 
Chelsea Street Next To Sears 
In Coronado Center 
Open 11 am - 2 am 
Sunday 12 Noon 
Mon.- Sat. 
Midnight 
Outside Entrance Next To Sears 
On The Mena!ll Side Of Coronado Center 
The Cultural Program Committee · 
The Associated Students UNM 
Popejoy Hall 
A thrilling 
psychological detective 
story of electrifying 
power. Winner of 7 
awards on Broadway. 
Presents 
This play by Peter Shaffer is appropriate for mature 
audiences only. We recommend parental guidance. 
"One of the most powerful theatrical experiences of 
our time." Wall Street Journal 
.An Experience You Will.Never Forget! 
mondo._y, October 11 - 8:15Pm 
Tickets $8.00, $7.00. $6.00, $5.00, $4.00 
UNm Students - Pri<::e 
- I 
